Outdoor Learning Summer 6
Hapa Zome (leaf dye)
What a smashing time in the sunshine we had this week. After a spot of calming cloud bathing, we collected
petals and soft leaves for our hapa zome pictures.

It’s important to use petals
and leaves that are fresh and not dried out. We found lots on
the ground and we were allowed to pick a few if there were
plenty left for everyone to enjoy.
First you have to make a pattern
with your petals and leaves and
make a sandwich with the magic
fabric.
Next, you bash your sandwich with
a hammer to release the pigment
from the petals. We learnt how to
use the hammer effectively and
safely so that we didn’t have to
work too hard and our fingers and
friends stayed safe.

After a few bashes, the colour starts to
show through and it doesn’t take long to
see the pattern emerging. We found that
the red poppy petals turned purple and
the green leaves of the lemon balm turned
brown.
The final step is to peel apart your
sandwich and find two identical and
symmetrical pictures – magic!
Some flowers and leaves came out as
perfect copies but some went splodgy.
Beetroot leaves look stunning! We got to
take one half home and Miss Gates is
going to make some bunting for our
classrooms with the other halves.

While some were busy bashing, others were busy building. We love working together to create fabulous
homes for creatures, thrilling park rides, cool cars, wonderful walls, delightful dens and all sorts of fantastic
ideas.

We had a surprise in our mud kitchen at Shalfleet – a robin’s nest
inside a plastic pot! We have closed the mud kitchen so the
parents are not scared away. Can you see the tiny chick in the
picture? Next week we will set up the wildlife camera and hope
to catch them fledging. What a special treat!

